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The “Tidal Wave” DLC for Gas Station Simulator is now available, offering players a refreshing expansion to the already popular game. This downloadable content packs in an array of new features, challenges, and enhancements designed to elevate your virtual gas station managing experience.





Key Features of the “Tidal Wave” DLC:





Immerse yourself in a transformed setting that brings new life to your gas station. With updated visuals and environmental effects, the DLC adds a dynamic atmosphere to your gaming experience.





Prepare for a wave of new tasks and objectives. The “Tidal Wave” DLC introduces unique challenges that will test your managerial skills and strategic thinking.





Unlock and upgrade new facilities to improve your gas station’s efficiency and appeal. This includes advanced equipment, decorative items, and functional upgrades to enhance both the service quality and the aesthetic appeal of your station.





The DLC brings more interactivity to the game, allowing players to engage with their environment and customers in more meaningful ways. Expect new gameplay mechanics that make your daily operations more intricate and fulfilling.





Tidal Wave DLC Steam page



Embark on an extraordinary journey with Winter Survival, the latest game from DRAGO, now officially released! Dive into a realm where every decision matters, every step could be your last, and the cold is not just an obstacle but your fiercest adversary. Winter Survival is available now on Steam and Epic Games, ready to challenge your survival skills like never before.





We’re offering an exclusive 10% discount on Winter Survival for the first 14 days to celebrate our grand launch.





Visit Steam or Epic Games today to purchase Winter Survival and embark on an adventure that will test your limits and reward your perseverance. 





See you in the wilderness!










Get ready for an exciting week of incredible deals during our Steam Spring Sale! From March 14th through March 21st, dive into the action and grab your favorite games at unbeatable prices.





Whether you’re looking to manage a bustling gas station, hit the road with your food truck, or embark on a quest for hidden treasures, there’s never been a better time to expand your Steam library.





Featured Games:
Gas Station Simulator – Ever dreamed of running your own Gas Station? Dive into Gas Station Simulator and its all-encompassing expansions. Refurbish, expand and run your gas station as you manage day-to-day operations and tackle unexpected challenges.





Food Truck Simulator – Take your culinary skills on the road with Food Truck Simulator. Prepare delicious meals, design your truck, and serve customers in various locations. Experience the joy of cooking and the challenge of managing your business on wheels.





Treasure Hunter Simulator – Embark on an adventure across the globe in Treasure Hunter Simulator. Explore different terrains, use metal detectors to uncover hidden relics, and learn the history behind your finds.





Don’t miss the opportunity!
These deals won’t last forever. Visit the Steam platform between March 14 and 21 to get these amazing games for up to -90% off.




Happy gaming, and see you at the Steam Spring Sale!


In an exciting update today, the development team behind the eagerly anticipated game, Winter Survival, has unveiled a treasure trove of new details to captivate the gaming community. The highlights include a brand-new trailer, the official price announcement, and a comprehensive roadmap for the game’s future.












The latest trailer for Winter Survival has been crafted to give fans and newcomers alike a thorough understanding of what to expect from this survival adventure. Covering essential gameplay elements, strategies for survival, and a sneak peek into the challenges players will face, the trailer is a must-watch for anyone keen on braving the game’s frostbitten wilderness.





After much anticipation and speculation among the gaming community, the official price for Winter Survival has been set at $24.99 USD. In a move sure to delight fans, the announcement also includes a launch discount and enticing bundles. These bundles will pair Winter Survival with other acclaimed survival games, offering players exceptional value and variety.





[image: ]



Looking ahead, the development team is excited to share the game’s Road Map. This forward-looking plan outlines the updates, expansions, and enhancements players can expect. The team encourages the community to engage actively with their ideas and suggestions for the game, emphasizing their openness to feedback, no matter how outlandish it may seem.





Check out: Winter Survival on Stem
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